
Daniel Li

Dan Li is a man of many talents.  He is a musician, an athlete, and a scholar. Though I have known Dan for 
several years, I first had the pleasure of being his teacher this year in AP Calculus BC.  In class discussion and in 
exams, Dan quickly established himself as a serious student of mathematics and science.  A few years ago, 
Malcolm Gladwell wrote a book called Outliers: The Story Of Success, in which he profiles some very successful 
individuals: Bill Gates, The Beatles, and physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer, and delves deeply into the difficult 
question: Why were these people successful?  In the book, the author relates a story about a research study about a 
sometimes unglamorous endeavor, solving algebra problems.  In it, a research subject is observed while solving a 
difficult and frustrating mathematics problem, one that the subject eventually conquers after 22 minutes of 
struggle.   Gladwell says“…it’s not so much ability as attitude. You master mathematics if you’re willing to 
try…..Success is a function of persistence and doggedness and the willingness to work hard for twenty-two 
minutes to make sense of something that most people would give up on after thirty seconds.”  This excerpt 
captures the excellence of Daniel Li.   His success is a result of his prodigious work ethic, extraordinary aptitude 
and attitude, and especially his genuine love of knowledge.

Earlier this year Dan became the first student ever at VHS to score a perfect score on the PSAT.  <Crowd Gasps>  
240 out of 240.  I think in basketball they call that a swish.  Not too shabby.  Dan’s in a very exclusive club of 
perhaps 200 or so students across the nation to run the table on the PSAT.  But Dan, you might be surprised to 
know that other people in this room also scored a perfect 240 on the PSAT.  Those people are Mr. Cesa, Mr. 
Galbierczyk, and me.  I should mention that the three of us scored a perfect 240 when you added up all three of 
our scores!  Dan, just know that you are in good company and please see Mr. Cesa tomorrow to learn the secret 
handshake of the 240 club.

Dan recently founded a Chemistry club and Physics club, enlisting the sponsorship of his teachers and recruiting 
his classmates to assist in the formation of those clubs.  In one sense, Dan is a throwback to an earlier time.  Some 
of his classmates may be consumed with mobile phones, tweets, hashtags, and profile pics, while Dan is 
promoting the study and appreciation of the physical sciences.  He’s a throwback to another time.  But in another 
sense, Dan is not a throwback, but a young man and young mind built for the future.  Rapid globalization and 
technological innovation has created a large, unsatisfied demand for budding scientific stars like Dan Li.

I could expound on the depth and breadth of Dan’s work ethic, maturity, and talent, but feel compelled to highlight 
one of his most important and redeeming traits:  Dan’s phenomenal intellect is matched by an equally phenomenal 
sense of humor.  He is not only inclined to excel in his studies; he is committed to have fun while he is doing it.  
Dan makes class fun for himself, his classmates, and his teachers.   This trait will serve Dan well in his future 
studies and research in the sciences, particularly those which are stressful and/or highly competitive.

There’s one last achievement of Dan’s which surpasses his stellar leadership in Marching Band and perfect test 
scores:  in 2006, in the Forest Avenue School’s Fourth Grade production of Beauty and The Beast, Dan played 
Lumiere, the candelabra.  His performance was breathtaking.  The singing, the dancing, the French accent, and he 
managed not to throw up.    A simply marvelous performance.  I laughed, I cried, but mostly I cried.  

I’ll now ask Dan to “Be Our Guest” and join his very talented classmates on stage.  It is my honor to induct 
Daniel “Lumiere” Li into the National Honor Society.


